
 

 



 

 









































































T-6I.3050 MACIIINE LEARNING: BASIC PRINCIPLES' EXAMINATION

26 October 2012.

To pass the course you must also submit the term project. Results of this

examination are valid for one year after the examination date.

This examination has five problems each worth 10 points, and 4 pages. Yort have

to answer in English. Please write clearly and leave a wide left or right margin'

You can have a calculator, with memorv erased. No other extra material is

allowed.

The results wiil be announced in Noppa on November 25, at latest.

You can keep this paper.

N{rrltiple choices questions (I0 points). Thc following five qtlestions have

different proposed answers. Only one of them is correct. You have to

give your answer along with yonr confidence ("High" or "Low") tbr each

answer. Grading for each of these questions is then:

*2 if the a,nswer is correct and confidence I{igh

*1 if the answer is correcl and coufidence Lot'

0 if the answer is missing

-1 if the answer is wrong and confidence Low

-2 if the answer is rvrong and confidence High

S/rite on your answer sheet the correct answer A, B, C, D,. . . ) along with

the confldence you have (High or Low) for that question. For example,
"A, Low" is a proper rvay of answering a question. No need to justify your

answers. Total score for this question is befrvectt 0 and l0 (yorr carrnot get

a negative score for the whole question).

1) For a binary classification problem, each ciass is modeled using a \'Iul-

tivariate Normal (Gaussian) Distribution. A Bayes classifier is calcu-

lated.

A) The boundary is aiways linear.

B) The bourrdary is always nonlinear.

C) The boundary is independent from the priors of the classes.

D) The boundary can never separate the classes perfectly (for the

training set).

E) None of the previous answers is correct

2) For a multidirnensional dataset, a Principal Corrtponent Analysis (PCA)

is perforrned.

A) The average reconstructiorr error is never increasirig witir the di-

mension of project ion. , '  ; ,  .  ' l

B) The projection is independent from the variances of the input vari-

ables.

a
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C) The average reconstruction error is always increasing with the di-
mension of projection.

D) The projection dimension has to be larger than the number of
points and the number of variables (samples).

E) None of the previous answers is correct

3) The Lloyd's algorithm is used to perform clustering.

A) This algorithm will never converge and has to be stopped after an
arbitrary number of iterations.

B) The error function which is minimized can increase for sorne itera-
tions but is globaily decreasing.

C) The Lloyd's algorithm will always converge to the best clustering
solution.

D) The Iloyd's algorithm is irrdependent from the initialization.

E) None of the previous answers is correct ( -.

4) For a binary classification problem, a K-Nearest-Neighbor (KNN) Clas-
sifier is built.

A) The classification error is always decreasing with respect to the
parameter K. \

B) The best value for K is always 1.

C) The parameter K can be optimized usirrg validation.

D) The performances of the KNN classifier are independent from the
distance metric which is used.

E) None of the previous anslvers is correct

5) A k-fold cross-validation is usecl to determine the optimal corrplexity
of a regression model.

A) The cross-validation error is a perfect estimate of the generalization

K I

c)
D)

performances of the regression rnodel.

The best value for k is always 2.

The best value for k is always 10.

The complexity selected by the k-fold cross-validation is aiways
larger than the complexity selected using a Bayesian Information
Criterion (BiC) regularization.

E) None of the previous answers is correct

Mod"el selection. Assume that you have at your disposal a data set ,11 :

{(" ' ,* ' )} [r ,  where r '  is a class and xt is a covariate; and a set of /c black
box classif icat ion algori thms Ai, i  € {1,. . . ,  k},  w}r ich try to predict the
class r, given the covariate x and the trairring data. Nlore formally, you can
think ,4i as a kriown arbitrary function TpREDtcTED : At,(x,Xrn,qJN),
where rppsrprCTED is the predicted class, given x, and ,tapa7ry is the
data used to train the classifier. Your task is to choose and brain the cles-
sification algorithm that rvould rvork best fbr yet unseen data. Describe,
in detail, different ways how you could accomplish this (and why). How
do you expect the various classif icat ion errors to behave? (10 points)

z .



(a) Mari,mum Li,keli.hood (4 points). Consider a univariate data set
X :  ( r r , r2, . . . , rN)  that  has a log-norrnal  d is t r ibut ion.  F ind the
maximum likelihood estimates of the mean ti and variance a2. The
probability density function is given by

1  I  /  0 n " r - u ) 2 \
p (x )  :  

;@" "p  ( -  2 " ,  /  
,  - u  )  u .

(b) Nazue Bayes (6 points). Corrsider binary classification for multivari-
ate <lata 7 : {(rt,xt)}r.1r,...,.n01, where rt € {0, 1} and xi € IRd.
Assume that

r  r  is  Bernoul l i  d is t r ibuted wi th P(r :1) :  a .
o Var iable f i i ,  i :1 , . . . ,d  is  cont inuous and normal ly  d is t r ibuted

with P(r;lr: k) : N(po*,o|). The variance ol is class inde-
pendent!

r All variables are independent of each other given the class label
r (Naive Bayes assurnption).

Show that the posterior distribution P(r:1lx) can be written in
lopist ie form . i.c. 17 ,. "

h ' \

1 + exp(ue +l l : rup1)

arrd write down the expressions for Trs and wi, i  :1,.  .- ,d.

Featu,re selectton. Consider the feature selection in classification problems.

(a) What is feature selection and why is it needed? (4 points)

(b) Assume that you have a binary classification algorithm. Explain, also
using pseudocode, how you would implement forward and backward
selection of features (in a real world application), (4 points)

(c) What can you say about time cornplexity and the optimality of tne
solutions produced by the forward and back."vard selection methods?
(2 points)



Combining classi'f'ers (a) Explain whV i1 it a good idea to teach several

ilifferent classiflers arrd rrr" majority voting.as the final classification. (2

points) (b) Why aot' tfti' upptouttt *orh better if the individual base-

learners are as differer.t'u, pottilrt.? (2 points).(c) Give at least f"T 
11tt

to make them different' (4 points) (d) Assuming each base learner glves

a correct classification wiih probability p and the ciassiflcation errors are

independent of each "tft"t, *ft"t is the probabiiity that a majority vote

over tr classifiers gives the correct answer? (2 points)
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